
GLIDE GEAR SYL-180 C-CURVE ALUMINUM TRACK
180 Degree Round Curve Aluminum Track for Camera Dolly

Setup and Operation Manual



 Overview

Congratulations on your new purchase of the Glide Gear SYL-180 
Curved Aluminum Track! Through Glide Gear’s continuing en-
deavor to innovate camera motion, we developed our new curved 
camera track set allowing for 180 silky smooth flowing shots 
around virtually any object. Constructed out of corrosion-proof 
6061 Aircraft grade aluminum and stainless steel, your C-turn 
system will last a lifetime and comes with a lifetime warranty. The 
C-turn portable track system works great with SYL-960 spider 
dolly as well as most small dolly systems, and quickly breaks 
down into a small carry bag.

The Glide Gear SYL-180 gives even the greenest videographer the 
ability to take smooth and subtle professional-looking motion 
shots ideal for showcasing any product. The operator can walk 
between the rails without worrying about hitting the securely-
locked spacers. Built-in track feet make leveling easy and it is a 
breeze to assemble and disassemble. It is lightweight and com-
pact, fitting easily into a convenient carrying bag for portability.
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 Specifications
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•     6061 Aircraft grade aluminum track sections
•     Stainless-steel track spacers
•     Heavy-duty vinyl carrying bag
•     Nt. Wt. 35lbs
•     Lifetime Warranty



 Parts Summary
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          Part Qty

1           Inside curved track 6

2           Sectional insert 14

3           Straight track segment 4

4           Outside curved track 6 

5           Track spacers (end)
         Track spacers (inner)

2
7

6           Foam pads 20

5

6

4

3

1
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 Expanded View of Parts
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1.  Inside curved segments – 6 pieces

 

The system includes 6 segments for forming the curved portion of the in-
side track. Five of the pieces end in black plastic sectional inserts while the 
6th one (see insert) is made of metal. This is the segment that will connect 
to the end straight segment. This will be illustrated in more detail in the 
Assembly portion.

2. Sectional inserts – 14 pieces

 Each segment has these sectional inserts attached from the box to make 
assemble easy. There are two kinds: black plastic and metal, used as 
described above.
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3. Straight track segments – 4 pieces

 

 
The straight track segments are used to finish off the C-curve of both the 
inner and outer tracks. Notice that two of them are equipped with the same 
metal sectional insert we mentioned in one of the inner curve sections, 
which also occurs at one of the outer curved tracks. The straight tracks 
with the metal sectional insert are intended to be used on the end opposite 
the curved track with the same metal sectional insert. 
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4. Outer curved segments – 6 pieces

 

 
As you can see, the outer curved segments are exactly the same as the 
inner curved segments except they’re longer with a shallower curve. The 
system includes 6 segments for forming the curved portion of the outer 
track. Five of the pieces end in black plastic sectional inserts while the 6th 
one (see insert) is made of metal. This is the segment that will connect to 
the end straight segment. This will be illustrated in more detail in the As-
sembly portion.

Note also that the ends (A) are capped with black plastic on one end 
but open or with a metal insert on the other end (B).
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5. Track spacers – 9 pieces (2 end track spacers and 7 inner trace spacers)

Track spacers are used to keep the two curves fixed in place relative to 
each other.  They serve to provide stability to the track as it is being used. 
There are 7 inner track spacers (middle) and 2 end track spacers (on each 
end). Below is an illustration to show the difference.

 

Note that the end track spacer is considerably higher than the inner 
track spacer and features a lock to secure the inner and outer tracks. It 
is important to place the end spacers in the correct position to prevent 
the dolly from hitching as it passes over the track spacers.

End Track Spacer

       Inner Track Spacer
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6. Foam pads - 18 pieces

The foam pads are intended to reduce rattling as the dolly is moving, and to 
keep the track as even as possible over a rough surface i.e. grass. They are 
placed at equal intervals, ideally at the center of each segment but more 
can be placed as needed. 

Screws are used to fix the poles together after insert.



 Assembly
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1. Each spacer is fitted with insert track sections at one end for easy 
assembly.

 

2.  The Curved tracks (both inner and outer) come with 2 straight sections 
(one for each end) and 6 curved tracks.  

3. Let us start with the inner curve track. Above you will see that the first 
straight section (1) has no inserts. Connect (1) to the curved section with a 
metal insert (2).
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Secure with the screw using the wrench (both included).

4. Now connect the joined section with one curved track (marked 3,4,5,6, 
7 above). Any will do. Note that these tracks have the black plastic inserts.

Do the same for the next 4 segments.
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5. Once all the curved tracks have been connected, get one straight track 
that has a metal sectional insert (8) and connect to the end of the curve. 
You should now have a completed C-curve. 

 

6. Repeat the entire process for the outer track.

7. It is now time to connect your two tracks. Place the end track spacers on 
the extreme end of the C of the inner and outer tracks to align them. The 
end track spacers are designed so that the tracks can be locked into place 
by pressing down firmly on the tracks. This is important as locking the end 
of tracks will fix the alignment of the entire system. 
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8. Lay out each of the 7 inner track spacers to coincide with the juncture 
on the inner and outer tracks. Each juncture on both tracks should line up. 
Make sure that the tracks are seated firmly into the track spacers.
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9. Use the foam pads to help keep the track level. We recommend placing a 
foam pad in the middle of each section and underneath the track.

10. Place the Glide Gear SYL-960 spider dolly or whatever small dolly sys-
tem you have on the track and mount your tripod-camera setup. When us-
ing a dolly with 3 legs, make sure that the dolly is positioned so that 2 legs 
rolling along the outside track and 1 leg on the inside track. Otherwise, the 
dolly might jump out of track.
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You’re all set for those awesome object motion shots!



 Troubleshooting
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Problem: Dolly hitches at certain points, making the video camera jump.
Diagnosis: You may have used one of both end track spacers in the middle 
of the C-curve.

Solution: Replace the end track spacers with the inner track spacers. 
The height of the end track spacers prevents the dolly wheel from glid-
ing smoothly across the aluminium tracks, which is why the inner spacer 
tracks are flush to the track itself to prevent hitching.

Problem: The track isn’t settling down smoothly into the track spacers.
Diagnosis: Your surface may not be completely even. 

Solution: Place foam pads strategically under the tracks until you get it 
more or less level at all points. If that doesn’t work, try placing foam pads 
under the track spacers where the ground dips to elevate it slightly. If that 
still doesn’t work, you probably have to try to shift the whole rig until you 
find a more level position.

Problem: The dolly keeps jumping off the track.
Diagnosis: You have a three-legged dolly that is positioned incorrectly.

Solution: Position the dolly with one leg on the inner track and the other 
two legs on the outer track. Three-legged dollies tend to jump out of a 
curved track during action when there is not enough support on the outer 
track. 



 Options
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Aside from making 180-degree motion shots around a stationary object, 
with the Glide Gear SYL-180 C-Curve tracks you can choose to setup the 
entire C-curve or use fewer tracks for a 90-degree range of glide if space is 
limited. It is a great way to make transitional videos or just to give a pano-
ramic view of any scene, setting or object.

You can also purchase two sets of the Glide Gear SYL-180 for 360-degree 
shots, although you will have to request for two extra inner spacer tracks to 
take the place of the end spacer tracks for a completely smooth ride all the 
way. Attaching a jib crane such as the Glide Gear JB4 Quick Jib will further 
expand your options for the most dynamic shots.

Please note that the Glide Gear SYL-180 can support up to 250lbs or more 
depending on the tripod and dolly used.



 

Manufactured by Koncept Innovators Inc.
Glidegear Products

1619 Executive Ave, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577, USA
Telephone: 843.945.4031

Fax: 843.945.4030
www.glidegear.net

U.S. and Foreign patents applied for and pending
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